
Our company is looking to fill the role of footwear designer. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for footwear designer

Drive UA color continuously generating industry leading strategic processes
and applications of color and materials for Women’s and Run Footwear
Define and drive forward seasonal color and material strategy, merchandising
and application for various Footwear categories, assuring that color is applied
in purposeful ways to serve the Footwear Point of View
Support the Corporate and Footwear Creative Direction by building early
directional concepts that offer insight into relevant Color, Trend, & Print
Leads color & material design processes for assigned category or product
group
Ensure the consistent application of color and materials on product by
prescribing the necessary standards the Footwear team would require of our
factories, and assuring their adherence during manufacture
Work with Concept team in building corporate Seasonal Color Palettes for
Footwear and help in their creation, distribution, and management
Work directly with pricing department to ensure designs are executed in
appropriate price range
Work closely as a member of the Footwear Design Team, creating designs
and technical specification packages for performance footwear
Consistently deliver innovative and appropriate design solutions to meet the
briefed requirements
Design in performance categories at the expert level aesthetically and
technically
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Proficient Computer skills on Apple Mac or PC (Adobe Illustrator, Photo
Shop, , Power Point, CAD)
3 years Footwear experience
Proficient in Mac Photoshop and Illustrator
A technical understanding of footwear construction and the ability to correct
patterns and outsoles
Strong knowledge of textiles and trims
Strong communication skills both to piers and vendors


